Greetings,
We write to you as representatives of Heroin Anonymous World Services (HAWS).This
informational bulletins purpose is to increase communication between the groups of Heroin
Anonymous throughout the country and world.
HA World Convention Summary
There was much anxiety about how the first HA world convention would turn out. As the
fellowship is young and participation can sometimes be unpredictable, the convention’s
steering committee members were biting their nails as the main event approached. If you
were in attendance, then you already know the convention was an incredible success and an
enormous step for the fellowship of Heroin Anonymous. If you weren’t there, well, now you
know! HA members travelled from all over the country to unite and celebrate our freedom from
heroin. We estimate that approximately 1,000 heroin addicts attended the convention. We can
only speak to our experience, but it was a spiritually profound and emotional experience for
many. The HA convention committee and HA World Services are currently wrapping up
convention matters and will be discussing how to proceed with future conventions. You can
listen to recordings of the Singleness of Purpose Workshop and all three convention main
speakers by visiting the convention section of the web site. Thank you for supporting the fellowship and we will keep you updated via the bulletin and convention section on the web site.
Newsletter Suggestions
We are discussing starting a newsletter where we can include stories, poems, meetings, and
other assorted information about HA happenings and experiences. If you would like to
contribute or have any suggestions, please email the HA World Bulletin email box at
haworldbulletin@gmail.com. We look forward to hearing from you!
Contact Us:
All correspondence will be filtered by our HA bulletin committee by emailing:
haworldbulletin@gmail.com
We can also be contacted through our website at
http://www.heroinanonymous.org
To submit things for the purpose of archiving please email Jeffrey.guthrie@gmail.com
How to unsubscribe:
If you would like to be removed from this email list, please reply to this email with such a request.

Sincerely,
Heroin Anonymous World Services Board

